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THE BEIRUT DECLARATION
Declaration of an international strategy meeting of anti-war and anti-globalisation movements in Beirut, Lebanon on 17-19 September 2004

We are delegates from social movements, organizations, political parties, networks, and coalitions from 54 countries who are struggling for global peace and justice and who are committed to equality, solidarity, and diversity. We are from Latin America, North America, Asia and Pacific, Africa, the Middle East and Europe engaged in our own campaigns and struggles against militarization, globalization, nuclearisation, US bases and corporate globalization.

Gathered in Beirut at a critical moment in history, we welcome and celebrate this historic opportunity to deepen and strengthen our bonds with our friends and comrades in the Arab region. We reaffirm the principles of unity and plan of action articulated in the Jakarta Peace Consensus (See Annex) and commit to continue waging the struggle against the occupation of Iraq, Palestine, corporate-led globalization, and dictatorships.

We express our solidarity with the people in the region fighting for democracy and social, economic, political and civil rights and who are suffering repression because of their opposition to dictatorship.

The Middle East is the strategic battleground of the US. Iraq and Palestine are the two critical focal points of aggression and resistance. The liberation of the Iraqi and Palestinian peoples is crucial to build global justice. Their struggles are ours.

* We support the right of the people of Iraq and Palestine to resist the occupations.
* We call for the unconditional withdrawal of US and “coalition” forces from Iraq.
* We demand the end to the Israeli occupation of Palestine.
* We demand that the Right of Return be fulfilled. Until then, Palestinian refugees in the diaspora and internally displaced Palestinians need to be granted full economic, political and social rights.

* We denounce the racist and colonial character of Zionism, Israel's State ideology.

* We demand the dismantlement of the Apartheid Wall and all settlements.

* We ask for the release of all Palestinian and Iraqi political prisoners.

In commemorating twenty-two years of the Lebanese people’s resistance and the anniversary of the Sabra and Chatila massacre, we salute the Lebanese resistance which has inspired us the world over, and we express our solidarity with the continuing resistance in Southern Lebanon.

We will build our solidarity through common campaigns and this positive dynamic of dialogue and common action must continue.

THE BEIRUT PLAN OF ACTION

To discuss specific and concrete proposals for the plan of action, the conference participants were divided into three working groups: on Iraq, on Palestine, and on globalization and militarization. The conference then convened in a plenary session to discuss the proposals.

The following proposals presented by the working group on Palestine were adopted and endorsed by the conference.

- the launch of an International Movement against Israeli Apartheid.
- the economic, academic, cultural, political and diplomatic isolation of Apartheid Israel by the effective imposition of boycotts, divestments, and sanctions
- international mobilizations on 9-16 of November 2004 as part of International Week against the Apartheid Wall as well as on 15 May 2005 to commemorate the anniversary of the Nakba
- the formation of an international working group to coordinate these campaigns

[For more information, please contact Rania Masri (rania@nc.rr.com), (palwoun5@otenet.gr), the Palestinian Anti-Apartheid Wall Campaign (info@stopthewall.org) and the CCIPPP (wpi@no-log.org)]

Being only another step in the direction towards a global strategy against war and globalization, the Conference did not have the necessary time to comprehensively discuss the following proposals presented by the working groups on Iraq and on globalization. We invite those who are interested on any particular proposal to get in touch with the contact people specified for each proposal.

On Iraq:

- support for efforts by Iraqis to build a united national front against the occupation
- the launch of a global campaign to send medicine and food to Iraqis (Sungur Savran: ossavran@hotmail.com)
- the establishment of an international committee of lawyers to protect Iraqi prisoners, especially women and children
- support for an alternative independent constituent assembly (Amir al-Rekaby: wpi@no-log.org)
- the January elections as a strategic focal point of action
- the launch of an international campaign to protect civil liberties in Iraq in order to protect journalists and activists by asserting the right to free speech and the right to assembly
- the launch of an international campaign targeting war profiteers
- support for existing projects such as the Iraq International Occupation Watch Center (Herbert Docena: herbert@focusweb.org) and the World Tribunal on Iraq (Ayse Berktay: ayseberktay@superonline.com)
- exploring the possibility of holding a peace march in Iraq
- sending of letters of support from Iraqi organizations and messages of solidarity for mobilizations on the international donor's conference for Iraq's "reconstruction" in Japan on 13-14 October 2004 (Yoko Akimoto: NAG00562@nifty.ne.jp)
- mobilizations on 30-31 October 2004, the weekend before US elections, under banner of “No to Bush Agenda”, “End the Occupation of Iraq” or “No to US Foreign Policy”
- mobilizations during the coming NATO summit
- mobilizations during the second anniversary of the invasion on 20 March 2005

On globalization and militarization:

- continuing mobilizations and campaigns against the international financial institutions such as the IMF, the World Bank, and the World Trade Organization as means for waging an economic war
- building and continuing campaigns against bilateral and regional free trade agreements which serve as complementary tools of the World Trade Organization (Marylou Malig: marylou@focusweb.org)
- support for on-going campaign for the closure of foreign military bases and support for efforts to form an international network of activists, communities, and researchers working on this campaign (Corazon Fabros: nonukes@tri-isys.com)
- a campaign against the means by which the so-called "war on terrorism" is being used to criminalize the movement and to curtail civil liberties
- opposition to martial law and security cooperation agreements, forced military service, recruitment by private military contractors, and the global arms trade
- a campaign to halt the nuclear weapons arms race
- international mobilizations on the following days: 1 May 2005, against neo-liberal economic policies; 6 August 2005, the 60th anniversary of the bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, against nuclear weapons and foreign military bases; 10 September 2005, for food, political, and cultural sovereignty; 11 September 2005, against the so-called "war on terror;" 1-12 October, global week of action against WB, IMF, and WTO; 18 November, against the School of the Americas; December 2005, on the World Trade Organization's ministerial meeting in Hong Kong

================================
ANNEX 1: SEPARATE RESOLUTION ON PROPOSAL FOR INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE IN IRAQ
(Note: The following proposal on Iraq was not adopted by the conference owing to sharp disagreements on the floor. The conference approved that the following resolution would be presented for individual endorsements.)

"The following individuals and organizations support all initiatives which help to open democratic spaces which will provide the Iraqi people with the possibilities to recover their sovereignty."

"We support the proposal of the Iraqi delegates participating in the Beirut conference of 17-19 September to organise a constituency conference in Iraq and we will make all efforts to organise an international conference in Iraq at the same time."
"We support all efforts by the Iraqi political forces to form a united front against occupation."

(For those who wish to endorse this resolution, please send the name of your organization, your name and contact details to beirut-registration@focusweb.org.)

=================================
(* available in other languages on www.focusweb.org *)
ANNEX 2: THE JAKARTA PEACE CONSENSUS

DECLARATION OF UNITY

We the undersigned, peace and justice activists representing social movements and networks from 26 countries in Asia, Europe, Australia, Africa, Latin and North America, have come together in Jakarta, Indonesia.

Over the last three days we have voiced our outrage at the escalating military aggression led by the US government, most recently against Iraq.

We declare the war and invasion of Iraq to be unjust, illegal and illegitimate and call on the international community to condemn this US-led aggression. We demand an immediate withdrawal of all foreign troops from Iraq and that Iraqis be allowed to determine their future in line with the principle of self-determination. This conference calls on all governments to withhold recognition from any regime set up in Iraq by the US occupiers.

We propose to the peace and justice movements the establishment of an international Peoples’ Tribunal to pass judgement on the perpetrators of the war and investigate war crimes. The war allies must take political, moral and economic responsibility for their crimes.

This includes the payment of war reparations directly to the Iraqis, who should administer the reconstruction of their country independently of the control of foreign corporations, the World Bank, the IMF and UN. Similarly, permanent members of the UN Security Council must take responsibility for the effects of more than 10 years of sanctions. We call for the scrapping of all Iraqi debt. At the same time we note the hypocrisy of the US government in calling for this cancellation to serve its objectives, while demanding payment of onerous debts from all other developing countries.

While tanks and bombs destroyed Iraq, in nearby Palestine the US-backed Israeli armed forces continued to murder, harass and incarcerate the Palestinian people in measures reminiscent of Apartheid South Africa. We commit ourselves to the international struggle for the end of the colonial occupation of Palestine, and call for the dismantling of all Israeli settlements and the right of return for all Palestinian refugees. We condemn the continued US interference in Palestine and demand the recognition of Palestinian national rights as a precondition for a just and therefore lasting peace in the region.

We see the invasion of Iraq as part of the on-going economic war against peoples of the South. Under the rules of the IMF/World Bank and WTO, our world is becoming increasingly unjust and unequal. The WTO meeting in Cancun, Mexico, in September will be another forum at which the leaders of the imperialist world will plan their strategies. They are plunging the world into a series of wars in the quest for oil, for economic and political hegemony and to ensure the subjugation of the working class and impoverished masses.
In the name of fighting “terrorism” the US government has created the indefensible concept of pre-emptive war. Beneath this banner it has attacked Afghanistan yesterday, Iraq today, while tomorrow’s targets may be Syria, Iran, North Korea, Venuezuela, Colombia, Cuba or any other nation that is seen as opposing the US government’s political and economic interests.

We note with concern the growing militarisation of the world, which is expressed both in open and covert wars and the proliferation of US military bases, increasing military expenditure and military operations. We also oppose acts of aggression, whether they be against the people of Aceh, Mindanao, Kashmir or Kurdistan.

In this atmosphere of militarism, police harassment of marginalized communities, migrants and ethnic minorities is escalating. We call for global disarmament. In particular we demand the decommissioning of all nuclear weapons. We support the call for the Middle East to become a zone free of weapons of mass destruction, not least in Israel, the state with the most destructive capacity.

We resolve to continue to build the international peace and justice movement, which showed its strength so dramatically on 14-16 February, 2003, where millions marched against the war in Iraq.

Our principles include building a genuine internationalism from below, where we establish a new international community based on equality and democracy. While our work is international, we will also challenge our own national governments where their policies contribute to war, militarism and neo-liberalism.

We oppose war in all forms whether open, declared, interstate war, war against social movements, economic war against the poor peoples of the world or war against political activists and opponents of the dominant order. We aim to maintain the broadest possible unity among our diverse organisations including organisations from the Islamic community, environmental groups, and movements opposing racism and sexism.

Our work will be linked to the growing social and class movements resisting neo-liberal globalisation, as war through guns and bombs is only the bloodiest expression of domination by neo-liberalism and imperialism. We call upon all organisations, social movements and persons who share our analysis and plan of action to join our common efforts oriented towards the creation of a worldwide Solidarity Network for Global Peace at a future time, particularly during the meetings in Evian (G8 summit), Cancun (WTO-Conference), the regional Social Forums and the next World Social Forum in Bombay.

We believe that a world free of war, exploitation, inequality, poverty and repression is possible. We see the reality of this alternative visible within the growing movements of youth, women, workers, students, migrants, the unemployed, human rights and peace and justice activists and citizens who are bringing their spirit, energy and work together in the fight for genuine peace based on global justice for all the world’s peoples.

STATEMENT AND PLAN OF ACTION ON IRAQ

The US-led invasion and occupation of Iraq is illegal. In 1946, the Nuremberg Tribunal judged that “To initiate war of aggression is not only an international crime; it is the supreme international crime differing only from other war crimes in that it contains within itself the
accumulated evil of the whole."

Consequently, we demand an immediate end to the illegal occupation of Iraq by the United States and the United Kingdom and the immediate withdrawal and removal of all foreign troops, military advisers and representatives, military equipment and armaments.

We insist that the Iraqi people have absolute and sovereign rights to determine their own future. No occupying power has the right to violate the territorial integrity of Iraq. Any decision about the need for international assistance rests solely with the Iraqi people.

The United States and United Kingdom’s occupation of Iraq is illegal, as is any administrative authority or interim government established by the occupying forces. Therefore, any decisions made by the occupying forces or their representatives are not binding on the Iraqi people.

The UN-held Iraqi oil escrow account must not be used to foot the bill for reconstruction of the damage caused by the illegal war and UN sanctions. The funds must be held in trust for the Iraqi people until there is a legitimate and genuinely representative government.

While we strongly support independent civil society assistance to and solidarity with the Iraqi people, the United Nations and its agencies, other governments and non-governmental organizations should not serve as a cover to legitimate, or profit from, the illegal invasion and occupation of Iraq. Humanitarian aid must not be used to support or promote the military, political and economic objectives of the occupying forces.

According to the Geneva Conventions, humanitarian assistance, aid, reconstruction and other development activities are the legal and moral responsibility of the invading and occupying forces, and they should not characterize as "aid" that which is the entitlement of the Iraqi population.

The Iraqi people have sovereignty over all natural resources and utilities. The invading and occupying forces, or their private sector proxies, have no right to make any decisions about who controls or benefits from the exploitation of natural resources or the construction and delivery of basic services and utilities.

The full costs of all reconstruction, compensation and reparations for the physical, social, economic, psychological, ecological, cultural and heritage destruction caused by the US-led invasion of Iraq must be borne by the aggressors.

Reparations for the physical, social, economic, psychological, ecological, cultural and heritage loss, damage and suffering caused by the US imposed UN Security Council sanctions must be borne by the permanent members of the Council.

In addition, reparations must be paid to all persons who have suffered physical, economic, or psychological loss or trauma resulting from twelve years of sanctions and the 2003 invasion, based on individual and collective claims and dispensed by an independent compensation tribunal.

We call for the delegitimization of the US and allied occupation of Iraq. We support all moves leading towards the convening of a national congress, or constituent assembly, or any other kind of democratic self-organization to establish the legitimacy of a new Iraqi state. This process must be completely independent of the occupying forces.
We call on the United Nations, the Organization of the Islamic Conference and the League of Arab States to work to uphold international law, to end the occupation and to support the establishment of democratic self-government in Iraq. We ask the international community and governments around the world to refuse to recognize all forms of authority or government established by and under the occupation forces.

We support the campaign initiated by the International Association of Lawyers Against Nuclear Arms and others to urge the UN General Assembly to request an advisory opinion by the International Court of Justice regarding the illegality of the use of force against Iraq and of the doctrine of "pre-emptive war."

We endorse the campaign calling for an international UN war crimes tribunal to try those responsible for the invasion and occupation of Iraq.

We demand that all governments recognize the right of Iraqis to travel freely and to return to Iraq.

We reject the US project to create a "New Middle East Order," including its economic arm, Bush's proposed "Free Trade Area of the Middle East."

We commit ourselves to work in solidarity with the people and civil society of Iraq and to support the democratic forces.

1. We commit ourselves to organize a series of fact-finding missions to Iraq in collaboration with the civil society organizations already working on the ground in order to establish contacts with as many democratic Iraqi organizations as possible, with the possibility of working towards a conference on war and occupation in Baghdad.

2. We commit ourselves to prepare the conditions to participate in the construction of one or more Occupation Watch Centers in Iraq. The goals will be to function as a monitoring and information center on the military occupation and any US-appointed government, including documentation of possible war crimes and other violations of human and democratic rights. They will also include monitoring the role of foreign companies and war profiteers in Iraq.

3. We commit ourselves to developing multiple methods of engaging directly with Iraqis, including mass delegations to Iraq, with the goal of establishing broad ties between Iraqi organizations and individuals, and global civil society, particularly the anti-war, antiglobalization and World Social Forum movements. We also commit ourselves to creating a new global Iraq information website, as well as other means of coordinating information and resources.

4. Based on the proposals of the Turkish, Japanese, South African and Latin American movements, we commit ourselves to building an International People's Tribunal to prosecute the perpetrators of the Iraq war and occupation, to be held in several countries with a team of international prosecutors and judges.

5. We call for an international boycott of US products on 4 July 2004, the United States independence day and support other initiatives to boycott US products.

PLAN OF ACTION ON GLOBALIZATION AND MILITARISM
We endorse the call from the Hemispheric and Global Assembly Against the FTAA and the WTO for a week of action against the WTO during its ministerial meeting in Cancun, Mexico. In particular, we urge peace and people’s organisations to mobilise on September 9 against the WTO and on September 13 against globalisation and war. We endorse the call from the recent Chiapas conference for a “targeted boycott” of Coke, McDonalds, Texaco, CNN, and Fox during this week of protest.

We condemn the growing McCarthyite atmosphere being fostered in the US by the Bush government. We call for a “World Says No to Bush” campaign to culminate during the Republican convention in New York in September 2004. This campaign would aim to mobilise millions worldwide in a global referendum designed to undermine the legitimacy of “Emperor” Bush.

We call for a strategic focus on the proliferation of US military bases around the world. We commit ourselves to working for a global day of action against such bases in the first half of 2004 to be coordinated by the Asian Peace Alliance. Noting the worldwide escalation in military spending, we call for a global campaign for general disarmament.

We extend an invitation to peace and disarmament groups not represented at the Jakarta conference to contact our network to facilitate coordinated initiatives which could include a global day of action. We endorse a day of action against corporate looters, particularly Halliburton and Bechtel as well as their subsidiaries. This action will be coordinated through a working group of this conference.

Jakarta, 21 May 2003#

=================================
ANNEX 3: LIST OF PARTICIPANTS

(DESCENDED NATIONALITY
Organization/ Profession | Name)

AFGHANISTAN
Institute of War and Peace Reporting | Fariba Nawa

ALGERIA
Amel Association | Soad Chouaf
Groupe 194 | Bou Bakri Saleh

ARGENTINA
Hemispheric Social Alliance | Gonzalo Berron
Mopassol/ Dialogo 2000 | Rina Bertaccini

AUSTRALIA
Stop the War Coalition Sydney | Anna Samson
Focus on the Global South | Nicola Bullard

AUSTRIA
Austrian Social Forum/ Suedwind | Leo Gabriel

BANGLADESH
Bangladesh Krishok Federation/ Via Campesina | Badrul Alam

BASQUE
ESK (Basque Country trade union) | Josu Egireun

BRAZIL
MST Brazil | Joao Paulo Rodriguez

BRITAIN
Babels | Casha Davis
Corpwatch | Pratap Chatterjee
Global Resistance-UK | John Rose
Media Workers Against War | A. Ashford
Member of British Parliament | George Galloway
Stop the War Coalition/ Int'l Campaign Against US Aggression (the Cairo Conference) | John Rees

CANADA
Canadian Auto Workers Union | Mohamad Alsadi
Iraq Solidarity Project | Mary Foster

CATALONIA
Plataforma Aturem la Guerra, Barcelona | David Viinikka
Plataforma Aturem la Guerra, Barcelona | Francesc Tubau

CYPRUS
Action for Peace-Cyprus | Dinos Agiomamitis

EAST TIMOR
La’o Hamutuk | Cassia Bechara
La’o Hamutuk | Yasinta Lujina

EGYPT
20th of March for Change Movement | Ashraf Ibrahim Marzouk
20th of March for Change Movement | Mohamed A. Elagati
Anti-Globalisation Egyptian Group (AGEG) | Dina Heshmat
Arab Network for Alternative Media | Arwa S. Mahmoud
Arabic Network of Alternative Media/ She’ab | Dalia Yousef
Arabic Sociometnal Health Group | Wail Mohamed Ahmed
Center for Socialist Studies | Wael Khalil
Center for Socialist Studies | Yehia Fikry Amin
El Nadim Center for Victims of Violence | Aida Seif el Dawla
Hisham Mubarak Law Center | Gehan Shaaban
Le Comite Populaire pour la Victorie du Peuple Palestinien | Ali Abdel Fattah
Media International | Noha Ali Hussein
South Group | Ahmed Mohamed Abdalla
South Group | Magdy Ali Said

FIJI
Pacific Concerns Resource Center | Rejieli Tupou Letila Vere
FRANCE
Agir Contre la Guerre | Denis Godard
Babels | Agnès Debarge
Babels | Julie Boérie
Collectif des Musulmans de France | Imrarraine Fouad
Collectif Faty Koumba | Faty Koumba
International Civil Campaign for the Protection of Palestinian People (CCIPPP) | Jose Luis Moragues
International Civil Campaign for the Protection of Palestinian People(CCIPPP) | Thomas Sommer
Marche Europeene Contre le Chomage | Christophe Aguiton
Nomad | Laurent Vannini

GERMANY
Palestinian Anti-Apartheid Wall Campaign | Maren Karlitzky

GREECE
Antitetradia | Fatouroy Angeliki
Campaign Genoa 2001 - Greece | Petros Constantinou
Comitee Against Violations of Rights of Political Prisoners | Pissias Evangelos
Greek Social Forum | Gerasimos Georgatos
Greek Social Forum | Gianna Kurtovik
Greek Social Forum | Costas Argiottis
Green Party of Greece (Prasinoi Oikologoi) | Tiktipoulos Mixalis
International Workers Left | Antonis Ntavanellios
International Workers Left | Christos Petrakos
Network for Political and Social Rights | Nikos Giannopoulos
Network for Political and Social Rights | Takis Politis
Network of Social Support of Refugees and Immigrants | Alexandros Panagiotakis
Network of Social Support of Refugees and Immigrants | Ermioni Frezouli
Stop the War Coalition - Greece | Sotiris Contogiannis

INDIA
All India Defence Committee for Syed Rehman Geelani | Nandita Haksar
All India Peace and Solidarity Organization | Kamal Chenoy
Coalition for Nuclear Disarmament and Peace | Qamar Agha
Forum against War and Terrorism | Feroze H. Mithiborwala
Pakistan-India People’s Forum for Peace and Democracy | Laxminarayan Ramdas

INDONESIA
Lakpesdam Nu Jakarta | Jamaluddin F Hasyim

IRAQ
Arab Nationalist Movement of Iraq (Nasserian) | Jamal el Samarai
Arabic Organisation for Youth and Sports in Iraq | Jamal Zadan
Association of Political Prisoners of Basra_Iraq | Nidal Jaudat Laibi
Council of West Tribes of Iraq | Hamza Mohamed Abid Zobai
Independent journalist from Baghdad | Fatima Saloumi
Independent journalist from Baghdad | Hiym Ahmad el Khazai
Independent journalist from Baghdad | Iman Abdel Rahman
Independent journalist from Baghdad | Nabil Jassem Mohamed
Iraqi Communist Party- Central Commandment | Ibrahim Al Sagban
Iraqi Democratic Party | Samira Gaylan
Iraqi Democrats Against Occupation (London) | Sabah Jawad
Iraqi Nasseri Tendancie | Mohamed Shehab al Dilani
Iraqi National Democratic Current – CONDI | Abdul Amir Al Rekaby
Iraqi National Democratic Current - CONDI | Khudair Al Azawi
Iraqi Socialist Nasseri Party | Zaydan Khalaf
Islamic federation of the Soufis in Iraq | Khalil Ibrahim Abbas
Political Science Professor - Baghdad | Falah Mahdi
Popular Comitee of Fallujah- Iraq | Farid Hamad
Responsible of Mosque in Fallujah- Iraq | Rafia al-Taief
Sadr Current-Iraq | Haidar Sabbar Abdul Hassan
Ulema's Ligue of Iraq | Sheikh Ayman Mohamed Chehab
Zobaa Tribes of Iraq | Saad Ibrahim Ismail

IRELAND
Transnational Institute | Brid Brennan
Babels | Eva McNamara

ITALY
Alliance 21 | Alessandro Guiglia
Babels | Emilie Ferreira
Comitato Per Non Dimenticare Chatila | Chiarini Stefano
FIOM-Italy/ /European Social Forum Coordinating Group | Alessandra Meccozi
Movimondo | Campiglia Enrico
Pane Pace Lavoro (Bread, Peace and Employment) | Paola Azzali
Punto Critico | Stefano Fedeli
Rifondazione Comunista /Sinistra Europea | Fabio Amato
World Women March Italy | Paola Manduca

JAPAN
Asia Pacific Peace Forum (APPF) | Otsuka Teruyo
Asian Peace Alliance | Kasahara Hikaru
ATTAC Japan | Yoko Akimoto
Global Watch/Paris | Kolin Kobayashi
Hokkaido Peace Net, Japan | Kiyokazu Koshida
Japan International Volunteer Center-Iraq Project | Bunjiro Hara

JORDAN
Arab Group for the Protection of Nature | Razan Zuayter
Arab World Center for Democracy Development and Human Rights | Roba Mahmoud Bashir
Jordan Association Anticapitalize Globalisation | Fahed Kheetan
Jordan Association Anticapitalize Globalisation | Dr.Khalid Kalaldeh
Jordan Association Anticapitalize Globalisation | Firas Al Smadi
Jordanian Anti-Globalisation Organisation | Ghaffar Abu Al-Senn
Jordanian Anti-Globalisation Organisation | Moujahed Khalil El Samardaly
Jordanian Anti-Globalisation Organisation | Nahid Naif Hattar Mounir Shafik
Palestinian Workers Union | Eqtami Mihiar

KOREA
All Together | Kim Kwang-il
Globalize from Below | Christian Joon Park
Iraq Peace Network | Maria Young Sin Lim
Peace Education Center In Bagdad | Han Sang Jin
People's Solidarity for Social Progress | Jung Young Sup

LEBANON
Al ieqaa Center | Ghassan Issa
Al-leqaa Center | Riad El Dada
Al reef Theather Troupe | Nicolas Issa
AL Yassari | Rawan Nassif
Alamman | Anis Nakkach
Arabic Organisation for Young Lawers | Myriem Ashami
Association Al qod's | Haidar Dekmak
Association Najdeh (Palestinian Refugees in Lebanon) | Raida Hatoum
Communist Students (Tulab Shueoun) | Bernadette Daou
Democratic Palestinian Woman Organisation | Mona Waked
El Saha Club | Majdoline Darwich
Gathering Against War and For Palestine | Camel Dagher
Gathering Against War and For Palestine | Michel Riachi
Greenpeace | Wael Hmaidan
Helem | George Azzi
IMC-Beirut | Sarah abou Ghazal
IMC-Beirut | Saseen Kawzally
In concert | Samer Kehdy
International Civil Campaign for the Protection of Palestinian People (CCIPPPP) | Nahla Chahal
International Civil Campaign for the Protection of Palestinian People (CCIPPPP) | Rania Berro
Jamaa Islamiya | Ayman Masry
Journalist | Walid Charara
Lebanese Communist Party | Saadallah Mazraani
Lebanese Families in solidarity with the Palestinian Families | Ibrahim Charara
Lebanese Families in solidarity with the Palestinian Families | May Abboud
Lebanese NGO Comittee | Hamsi Mazloum
Lebanese NGO's Network | Ahmed Abboud
Lebanese NGO's Network | Lamis Rida
No War/No Dictatorships Campaign | Bassem Chit
Nord Sud XXI | Ahmad Soueissi
Nord Sud XXI | Bassem El Kantar
Palestinians Democrats Women Organisation | Saada Moussa
People Movement | Sayyed Franjieh
Social Communication Center/Ajial | Arifeh Abdallah
South Liban Cultural Center | Samira El Bayati
The Democrat Cultural Forum | Riad Souma
The Lebanese National Workers Trade Union | Ali Mehidine
Youth Social League | Abdallah Muhreddie

MEXICO
Mexican initiative Against War | Nuri Fernandez

MOROCCO
Association Al Adl Wal Ihssane (Justice and Spirituality) | Merieme Yafout
Association Al Adl Wal Ihssane (Justice and Spirituality) | Nadia Chirani Yassine
NETHERLANDS
Transnational Institute | Wilbert van der Zeijden

NICARAGUA
CADA/ International South Group Network | Alejandro Bendaña
Convergencia de Movimientos de los Pueblos de las Americas (COMPA) | William Antonio Rodriguez Moreno

NORWAY
ATTAC Norway | Ingrid Fiskaa

PAKISTAN
Pakistan Peace Coalition (PPC) | Aijaz Ahmed Khokher
Pakistan Peace Coalition (PPC) | Mohammad Tahseen

PALESTINE
Ai’ Dun Group | Mahmoud zeidan
Aseela Women’s Cooperative | Wafaah Yusuf Abdel Raziq Daoud
Association Najdeh (Palestinian Refugees in Lebanon) | Khadije Abdelal
Bisan Establishment for Social Development | Mare Intisar
Democratic Front for the Liberation of Palestine | Ahmed El Hadgg
Democratic Front for the Liberation of Palestine | Mohamed khalil
Ensan Center Palestine | Shawqi Issa
Fatah/Palestinain National Congress | Fathi Abou Ardat
General Union OF Palestinian Women-Lebanon Branch | Amne Souleiman
Group 194 | Diaa’ Ayoub
Human Rights Protection Center | Souheil El Natour
Palestinian Anti-Apartheid Wall Campaign | Jamal Juma’
Palestinian Center For Human Right | Jabar Wishah
Palestinian Center For Human Right | Handuma Wishah
Palestinian Democratic Coalition | Ghassan Abdullah
Palestinian Democrats Women Organisation | Houda Al Ajouz
Palestinian Farmers’ Union | Hassib Nashashibi
Palestinian Farmers’ Union | Rauda Munir Harbi Abul Al-Alawa
Palestinian Lawyer Union | Sobhi Zaher
Palestinian Popular Committees against Apartheid Wall | Suhail Aowda
Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine | Abdel Nasser Tabet
Refugies departement in Lebanon | Samira Salah
Salifit Popular Committee against Apartheid Wall in Nablus Area | Baker Rezeqallah
Social Communication Center/PNC | Salah salah
Solidarity Association for Social Development and Culture | Khalidat Hussein

PARAGUAY
Mesa Coordinadora Nacional de Organizaciones Campesinas(MCNOC) | Rafael Luis Aguayo

PHILIPPINES
Asian Peace Alliance/ ARENA | Aida Jean N. Manipon
Focus on the Global South | Herbert Docena
Focus on the Global South | Mary Lou Malig
Focus on the Global South | Walden Bello
Iraq Solidarity Campaign - Philippines/ Gathering for Peace | Corazon Fabros
Youth for Nationalism and Democracy | Djoanalyn Janier

SOUTH AFRICA
African Muslim Youth Congress | Thembisa Ignatius Fakude
Anti-War Coalition-JHB, | Salim Vally
Jubilee South Africa | Makoma P. Lekalakala

SPAIN
Babels | Gemma Galdon
Babels | Germán Guillot
Foro Social Mundial de Albacete | Juan Jose Javega

SYRIA
Syrian Democratic Movement | Omar kouch
Syrian Democratic Movement | Michel Kilo
Anti Globalisation Activists in Syria Movement (Al Badil) | Mounir Ahmad
Anti Globalisation Activists in Syria Movement (Al Badil) | Randa Baas
Anti Globalisation Activists in Syria Movement (Al Badil) | Munif Mulhem

THAILAND
Asian Forum for Human Rights and Development (FORUM-ASIA) | Chalida Tajaroensuk

TUNISIA
Al Nahdha Movement | Houcine Jaziri
International Civil Campaign for the Protection of Palestinian People (CCIPPP) | Adnane BenYoussef
Immigration Suburbs Movement | Omeyya Seddiq
Progressist Democrat Party | Jamel Jani

TURKEY
Global Peace and Justice Coalition of Turkey | Hakan Tahmaz
Global Peace and Justice Coalition of Turkey | Yildiz Onen
The No to the Occupation of Iraq Coordination (Turkey) | Alp Altinors
The No to the Occupation of Iraq Coordination (Turkey) | Sungur Savran
World Tribunal on Iraq International Coordinating Committee | Ayse Berktay

UNITED STATES
American Friends Service Commitee | Jason Erb
California anti-war, anti-capitalist, anti-globalization activists | Shane Bauer
Center for Economic Research and Social Change | Ahmed Shawki
CodePink:Women for Peace | Gael Murphy
CorpWatch | Sakura Saunders
Pane Pace Lavoro (Bread, Peace and Employment) | Jessica Padilla
United for Peace and Justice/ Institute for Southern Studies | Rania Masri

(NO NATIONALITY SPECIFIED)
Ittija h - Union of Arab Community Based Associations | Ameer Makhoul

(If there are any mistakes or changes, please report to Thomas Sommer at tomafac@yahoo.com)

============================
ENDORSEMENTS OF THE MEETING:
11.11.11, Belgium
"20 March" Movement for Change, Egypt
50 Years Is Enough: U.S. Network for Global Economic Justice
Action for Peace, Cyprus
Africa Alive
African Muslim Youth Congress
Agir Contre la Guerre, France
AICO-Autoridad Indígena de Colombia
AJURNICA, Ecuador
AL-LEQAA center, Lebanon
Al Yasari, Lebanon
Alab-Katipunan, Philippines
All India Federation of Trade Unions (AIFTU)
All Together, Korea
Alliance 21, Lebanon
Alliance of Progressive Labor (APL), Philippines
Alternative Information and Development Centre, South Africa
Alternative Information Center
Amazigh forum for culture and development, Morocco
Amel Association, Lebanon
Amèrica, Chile
Anébre, Colombia
ANEL, Mexico
Antiglobalization activists in Syria
Anti Globalization Egyptian Group (AGEG)
Anti-Privatisation Forum, South Africa
Anti War Coalition, South Africa
APROMAESNIC, Nicaragua
Arab African Resarch Center (AARC), Egypt
Arab Group for the Protection of Nature
Arab Network for Alternative Media (ANAM), Egypt
Arab NGO Network for Development
Arabic Network for Human Rights Information, Egypt
Argentinos Por La Paz
As-Saha Club, Lebanon
Asamblea Permanente de lo Sociedad Civil por la Paz, Colombia
Asamblea Popular, Chile
Asia-Pacific Peace Research Association (APPRA)
Asia Pacific Peace Forum
Asia Peace Alliance Japan
Asian Peace Alliance (APA)
Asian Women Human Rights Council
Asienhaus, Germany
Asociación por la Paz, Colombia
Association Najdeh, Lebanon
Association of web against a wall, France
Association Vigie-Media-Palestine, France
ASPU, Colombia
ATTAC Chile
ATTAC España
ATTAC France
ATTAC Japan
ATTAC Norway
ATTAC Switzerland
Austria Social Forum
Bangla Praxis
Bangladesh Krishok Federation
Barrios de Pie M. Piquetero, Argentina
Beirut Association for Social Development
Cacao Pela Cidadania Mundial, Brasil
Campaign Genoa 2001
CARE, Denmark
Caritas Brasileira
Caritas Colombia
Caritas Lebanon
CCCC/FECOC, El Salvador
CCIPPP - Civilian Campaign for Protection of Palestinian People
CEBs, Ecuador
Center for Development Studies, India
Center for Encounter and active Non-Violence, Austria
Center for Socialist Studies, Egypt
Central Unitaria de Trabajadores, Colombia
Centre for Refugee Research, University of South Wales, Australia
Centre L.J. Lebret International, France
Centro de Estudios Internacionales, Managua
Centro de Estudios Latinoamericanos, Colombia
Centro de Investigación y Solidaridad Obrera, Mexico
Centro Memorial Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., Cuba
CIDEP, El Salvador
CIEPPI, Ecuador
Círculo Bolivariano de Mujeres Nela Martínez
Citizens Peace Committee, Pakistan
COAECH, Mexico
Coalition for Justice in the Maquiladoras
Coalition for Nuclear Disarmament and Peace (CNDP), India
CODEP-CNPP, Mexico
Collectif de musulmans de France
Colectivo de Abogados “Jose Alvear Restrepo”, Colombia
Colectivo Objección de Conaenaa, Colombia
COMAREG, Nicaragua
Comisión de Tendencias Clasistas-Venezuela
Comisión Nacional de Mujeres-Venezuela
COMITÉ DE MOVILIZACIÓN DEL FORO SOCIAL MUNDIAL DE ALBACETE-ESPAÑA
Comité de Soutien au Peuple Palestinien et contre la normalisation avec l'ennemi sioniste, Tunisia
Comité permanente de DDHH, Colombia
Committee of Parents of People Arrested or Disappeared in Lebanon
Common Action Against War and for Peace, Korea
Comunidad de Paz San José, Colombia
CONAIE, Ecuador
CONAPAME, Guatemala
Consejo Coordinador de Concertación Comunal (4 C), El Salvador
Consultative Center for Studies and Documentation, Lebanon
Continental Campaign Against FTAA
Continental Campaign for Demilitarization of the Americas (CADA)
Convergencia de Movimientos de los Pueblos de las Americas
CORFEINCO, Colombia
CorpWatch, US
CRISPAZ, El Salvador
CSPP, Colombia
Democratic Cultural Forum, Lebanon
Democratic front for the liberation of Palestine
Democratic Palestinian woman organisation
Democratic Youth Movement, Lebanon
Democratic Youth Union, Lebanon
DOMINICOS, El Salvador
Egyptian Association Against Torture (EAAT)
Egyptian Committee in Solidarity with the Palestinian Intifada (ECSP)
Egyptian Democratic Social Center
El Comité del Foro Social Mundial de Albacete, España
El Karama Group, Egypt
El Nadeem Center for Rehabilitation of Violence Victims, Egypt
El Taller International
Ensan Center for Democracy and Human Rights, Palestine
Era Consumer, Malaysia
ESK -trade union, Basque Country
Europe Solidaire Sans Frontières (ESSF), France
Farah Social Foundation, Lebanon
Federación de Organizaciones y grupos de Negros de Pichincha, Ecuador
Federación de Pueblos Kichwas de la Sierra Norte, Ecuador
Federation of Indonesian Peasant Union (FSPI)
FICONPAZ, Colombia
Focus on the Global South
Foro Social de Cordoba, España
Forum Against War, India
Forum Asia, Thailand
Forum des réseaux citoyens de St-Etienne, France
Forum Social Quebec
Foundation for Women, Thailand
Frente Continental de Mujeres, Venezuela
Frente de comunidades en Conflicto con la base naval de Jaramij, Ecuador
Fundación Surcos, Colombia
Gathering for Peace, Philippines
General Union Of Palestinian Farmers
Global Peace and Justice Coalition of Turkey
Globalise Resistance, UK
Globalize from Below, Korea
Greek Comittee for International Detente and Peace(EEDYE)
Greek Social Forum
HELEM (Lebanese Protection for Lesbian Gay Bisexual Transgendered and Queer People)
Hermandad y Solidaridad con los pueblos, Colombia
HIJOS, Guatemala
"Hisham Mobarak" Law Center (HMLC)
Hokkaido Peace Net, Japan
Imam Sadr Foundation, Lebanon
Indigenous Environmental Network, Canada
Indymedia Beirut
Indymedia, Bolivia
INFID, Indonesia
Iniciativa Mexicana contra la Guerra. No en Nuestro Nombre
INREDH, Ecuador
Institute for Southern Studies, US
Institute of Black Studies, South Africa
Institute of Philosophy, Cuba
Institute of Popular Democracy, Philippines
Interhemispheric Resource Center
International South Group Network (ISGN)
Iraqi Democrats Against Occupation
Iraqi National and Democratic Current (CONDI)
Iraq Solidarity Campaign - Philippines
Islam Online.Net, Qatar/Egypt
Ivorian Social Forum
JOC, Nicaragua
Jubilee South
"Kefaya" Website Group (Egyptian Z-net)
Korean Action against Dispatching Troops to Iraq
Korean Confederation of Trade Unions (KCTU)
Korean People's Action against FTA & WTO (KoPA)
Kilusang para sa Pambansang Demokrasya (KPD), Philippines
La Maison d'Orient, France
Lakpesdam NU Jakarta, Indonesia
Lalit, Mauritius
Las Méridas, El Salvador
La'o Hamutuk, East Timor
Le Colectif Faty KOUMBA association for freedoms, Human Rights and non-violence
Lebanon Family Planning Association
Lebanese Communist Party
Lebanese national workers trade union
Liga Manggagawa, Philippines
LOKOJ, Bangladesh
Lola Kampanyera, Philippines
Los Verdes, Spain
Louisville Committee for Peace in the Middle East
Maarouf Saad Social and Cultural Foundation, Lebanon
Makassed Islamic Philanthropic Association of Beirut
Media International, Egypt
Mesa Global/CIDECA, Guatemala
Mesa permanente de Organizaciones Sociales del Tolima, Colombia
MIC, Ecuador
Middle East Council of Churches, Lebanon
Misioneros Claretinos, Ecuador
MODEP, Colombia
MOPASSOL, Argentina
Mouvement de l'immigration et des banlieues, France
Mouvement Social, Lebanon
Movimiento Ciudadano por la No Violencia, Colombia
Movimiento Cubano por la Soberanía de los Pueblos
Movimiento Social Nicaragüense
MST - Landless Workers Movement, Brasil
Mujeres de Negro, Argentina
Muslim Youth Movement of South Africa
Muslim Youth of India
National Conference of Dalit Organisations (NACDOR)
National Forum for Debt and Poverty, Ivory Coast
National Rehabilitation and Development Center, Lebanon
Network for Political and Social Rights, Greece
Network of Social Support of Refugees and Immigrants, Greece
New Zealand Peace Council
No to the Occupation of Iraq Coordination, Turkey
Nord-Sud XXI
OneWorldAction, UK
Organizacion Femenina Popular, Ecuador
Organization of Iranian People Fadaee Guerrillas
Pacific Concerns Resource Centre, Fiji
PACIFICAR, Argentina
Palestine Solidarity Committee, South Africa
Palestinian Association for Intercommunication
Palestinian Anti-Apartheid Wall Campaign
Palestinian Center for Human Rights
Palestinian Democratic youth union
Palestinian People's Party
Palestinian Public Committees against the apartheid wall
Palestinian Workers Union in Greece
Pambansang Kaisahan ng Magbubukid sa Pilipinas (PKMP)
PARC, Japan
Parti des Verts pour le Développement Maroc
Peace Boat, Japan
People's Movement, Lebanon
People's Rights Movement (PRM), Pakistan
People's Solidarity for Social Progress (PSSP), Korea
People's Task Force for Bases Clean Up, Philippines
Plataforma Aturem La Guerra, Barcelona
Plataforma Haitiana para Desarrollo Alternativo, Haiti
Popular Aid Committee, Lebanon
Popular front for the liberation of Palestine (PFLP)
PRO PAZ MUNDIAL, Nicaragua
PROCAMES, El Salvador
Proceso de Comunidad de Nigras, Colombia
PRODH, Ecuador
Progressive Socialist Party, Lebanon
Progressive Youth Organization, Lebanon
PRT, Costa Rica
Pueblo Kchar Camobakina, Ecuador
Radio Sucumbios, Ecuador
RAJ, Canada
Red del Suroeste para la Justicia Ambiental, Mexico
Red Uniendo Manos Contra la Pobreza, Peru
Rede Social, Brasil
REDES-FoE, Uruguay
Renaissance Women’s Gathering, Lebanon
Resource Center for People’s Development (RCPD), Philippines
Rotaract Club of Dhaka University, Bangladesh
Secours Populaire Libanais
Selvas, Italy
SERCObA, El Salvador
SERPAJ - IDEPAZ, Ecuador
Simorgh Women's Resource and Publication Centre, Lahore, Pakistan
Social Movements Network
Solidaritas Buruh Sumatera Utara (SBSU), Indonesia
Solidarity and Development, Morocco
Solidarity association for social development and culture, Palestine
South Center for Human Rights, Egypt
South Group for Studies, Egypt
Stichting Sumpay Mindanao International
Stop the War Coalition, Greece
Stop the War Coalition, Sydney
Stop the War Coalition, UK
Sud PTT, France
Suedwind, Austria
Sumpay Mindanao, Inc.
Tavola della Pace, Italy
Terres des Hommes – Lebanon’s Program
The International Campaign against US and Zionist Occupations, Egypt
The National Association for Human Rights and Development
The New York Committee to Defend Palestine
No War No dictatorship campaign, Lebanon
The No Vox against US Great Middle East Project, Morocco
Transnational Institute (TNI)
UBINIG, Bangladesh
UCDEPE, Ecuador
U.C.V., Venezuela
UNAL, Colombia
UNES, El Salvador
Unión de Trabajadores Suroeste, US
Union of the right of return committee, Palestine
United for Peace and Justice, US
U.P.I. Unión Popular Independiente, Mexico
UPL, Ecuador
UPML, Ecuador
UTOPIA-UCA, El Salvador
Via Campesina
Vimochana, India
WESPAC Foundation, US
Womens Voice, India
Worker's Democracy, Thailand
World March of Women
World Peace Council
World Tribunal on Iraq - New York
Youth for Nationalism and Democracy, Philippines
* for corrections to this list of endorsers, please email marylou@focusweb.org

INTERNATIONAL WORKING GROUP
Alianza Social Continental/Hemispheric Social Alliance
Anti-War Coalition, South Africa
ATTAC Japan
Babels
CCIPPP - International Civilian Campaign for the Protection of the
Palestinian People
Centro de Estudios Internacionales, Managua
Coalition for Nuclear Disarmament and Peace, India
CorpWatch, US
Focus on the Global South
Iraq Solidarity Campaign- Philippines
Italian Movements of the European Social Forum
MST, Landless Workers Movement, Brasil
Social Movements Network
Stop the War Coalition, Greece
Stop the War Coalition, UK
Transnational Institute, Netherlands
United for Peace and Justice, US
Via Campesina
World March of Women

LOCAL WELCOMING COMMITTEE
Al-leqaa Center
Hezbollah
Lebanese NGO's Network
Lebanese Communist Party
Progressive Socialist Party#